
VANATOO® TRANSPARENT ONE ENCORE PLUS™ 

WIRELESS POWERED SPEAKER SYSTEM  

™

We know you have a lot of powered speaker options. We think that you’ve made a great 
choice with the Vanatoo Transparent One Encore Plus!

We want to hear from you.
If you have any questions, comments, or problems with your speakers, Vanatoo is 
your best resource for a speedy solution. We know the speakers best, and are deeply 
committed to supporting our users. Call or email us using the contact information below 
and experience real customer support!

1-855-771-1161
support@vanatoo.com

Spread the word!
If you like your new speakers and would like to help a small company that is trying really 
hard to run their business in a way that respects their users, please consider sharing your 
experience. Reviews on the site where you purchased the speakers are truly helpful to us 
and can be fun to write. Mentions on social media are a great way to spread the word,  
and many of our users have been excited to share their new system with their friends.  
Music has an incredible ability to help us bond!

Happy Listening!

Gary Gesellchen & Rick Kernen
— The Vanatoo Guys 

www.vanatoo.com

Thank
You!
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VANATOO® TRANSPARENT ONE ENCORE PLUS™ 

  Each speaker gets placed inside the original dual 
protective bags, the soft one on the inside against  
the speaker.

  Place the upright speakers into their perfectly sized cavities 
in the bottom foam tray. Put the grills in their bags and 
insert in the slot in the bottom foam tray.

  Place the upper foam accessories tray over the top of the 
speakers and grills, carefully working it down so that the 
grills fit into the slot in the upper foam tray.

  Place all of the remaining accessories in the upper foam 
accessories tray. There should be the AC power cable, the 
interconnect cable, the USB cable, the 3.5mm to 3.5mm 
cable, the 3.5mm to RCA cable, the remote control, two 
sets of feet, the Quick Start and Safety Sheets, and this 
Thank You Sheet. 

  An overbox is recommended to protect the white Vanatoo 
box, which can get pretty dirty and beat-up in shipping.  
The white Vanatoo box is designed to survive shipping if no 
overbox is available. Please seal the top lid of the Vanatoo 
box with 3 shorter strips of tape as shown (dotted lines).

 

Important Packaging Instructions
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Packaging the speakers by the factory method is essential for protecting them should you ever need 
to send them in for service or (gasp!) a refund …

Thank you for taking the time to package the speakers well.  
Doing so protects them in shipment!


